FILMS (see THEATER)

943 "Scenes from a Marriage"
948 "Face to Face" (Love on a Weekend)
985 For Colored Girls...
891 and 891A: "Network"

"Running in the Family"

3026. "The Cat's Lament"  
3029. "Billy Elliot"  
3033. "Place in the Hunt"  
3039. "The 2nd Matrix"  
3057 "Tender Morsels"  
3062. "The House Next Door"  
3116. "The Saint Had Better Be Crooked"  
3114. "The God Must Be Crazy"  
3099. "Charlot's Wife"
3096. "Kitty I Heart"  
3087. "The House of Games"  
3086. "The Color of Paradise"  
3153. "Gattaca"
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